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Hey, baby, I got a big idea
Why don't fall in love out here under this river of stars
And let these hearts do what they were meant to do
Hey, Darlin', I wanna make things perfectly clear
If we could put our heads together
We could change the world forever
Just like when the atom split
I'm talking bigger than an Elvis hit
I got a big idea, I got a big idea

Well, B T Barnum and Buffalo Bill
Got everybody rockind with a Big Top bill
Orville and Wilbur had a crazy thing
Go fly, said the boys put the world on it's wings
Coast to coast and parkind meters
Home computers and margheritas
If that monkey's monking
Making poaching in a white out
Baby, there ain't no doubt

Hey, baby, I got a big idea
Why don't fall in love out here
Under this river of stars
And let these hearts do what they were meant to do
Hey, Darling, I wanna make things perfectly clear
Now if we could put our heads together
We could change the world forever
Just like when the atom split
I'm talking bigger than an Elvis hit

MP3s and Harry Potter best sellers
The mark you see and automatic tellers
The mother of invention is necessity
Honey, star off with me

Hey, Baby, I got a big idea
Why don't fall in love out here under this river of stars
And let these hearts do what they were meant to do
Hey, Darling, I wanna make things perfectly clear
Now if we could put our heads together
We could change the world forever
Just like when the atom split
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I'm talking bigger than an Elvis hit
I got a big idea, I got a big idea
I got a big idea, I got a big idea
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